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MINUTES COMMUNITY RESOURCE & MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
WEDNESDAY 27th NOVEMBER 2019 7.00pm Corwen Sports Pavilion 

Present: Cllrs Chris Jones (Chairman), Carole Derbighshire-Styles, Gordon Hughes and Clerk Philomena Hearn 

R.104 Apologies for absence: Cllrs John Rostron and Huw Jones.   
R.105 Declaration of Interests statement accepted as read and understood.   
R.106 Declarations of personal or prejudicial interests in items of business itemised on the Agenda.: None  
R.107 Public Participation Session: None. 
R.108 Approve the Minutes of the last Community Resource & Management Committee meeting. Small 

amendment to wording re R.96 Chairman of Business Association and other bodies only to be invited to attend 
if there is a relevant agenda item to be discussed so strike the word “all”. Minutes then approved by members 
unanimously.  

R.109 Norman Jones re museum, Cadwyn Clwyd, Windfarms and Town Partnership. (7.15 – 7.45pm)  
1) NJ informed the members about Cadwyn Clwyd downstairs rooms to be used for exhibitions. He brought 
copies of the \Sue Haygarth report and will email a copy to the clerk ACTION: PH to share with full council. CJ 
told NJ about the application from CADVAS, Cyfeillion Corwen, Can Can and Oswestry Hillfort artists for a joint 
exhibition and stands had been funded by CTC for the purpose of gallery use for the Llys Owain. 
2) He spoke of the benefits of the railway coming to Corwen in 2020, but engineering had lost £300,000 
contract last year which was a serious blow and might have a knock on effect. NJ suggested CTC invite Railway 
to meet with them and discuss things. All agreed would be a good move. ACTION: PH invite to a future meeting. 
3) Windfarms – major opportunity for Corwen and immediate area The Brenig windfarm which is hoped to be 
managed by Cadwyn Clwyd is worth 150K per annum for 25 years but Corwen is not within its boundary 
however if we supported a qualifying project there could be some “drop down” to the town. Clochaenog wind 
farm is within our scope and will be 750K per annum for 25 years – again Cadwyn Clwyd are hoping to get the 
contract to administer. Corwen is in zone 2 for this grant. And can include capital grants and community 
councils or Town councils would be the main applicants. ACTION: FULL COUNCIL  
4) Museum had a meeting the other night and have produced a business plan 2020-2023 and will submit to the 
clerk on completion. ACTION: PH 
5) Partnership NJ discussed some concerns that the partnership should be disbanded and felt that they meet far 
too often with nothing concrete to say. He was pleased that the Town Council are now getting somewhere with 
various projects and cooperating well, he felt, with various groups and organisations in town through the 
CR&M. CJ asked if he felt a chamber of trade and tourism would bring a few other groups together, and perhaps 
issues that are raised in the partnership should be brought to the councils attention more directly than at 
present. NJ asked if this should be the roll of Observer. The members agreed. ACTION: Observers to outside 
bodies should feedback more constructively – not promising things is not the same as feeding back. CJ stressed 
that it is the Town Council that is the elected body with various powers and statutes with the powers to create 
bylaws and raise funds to develop some of the ideas that appear to come out of the partnership but then do 
not reach the council. The Observer roll is not working in this instance. NJ agreed. NJ then thanked the 
members for listening to his thoughts and ideas and hoped to hear from the Council again soon, especially after 
DCC have contacted re Museum. CJ thanked NJ for sparing the time to come and speak. 

R.110 Martin Lyons re Football and planning (8.00pm – 8.30pm) ML introduced John Billington and outlined the 
way the recent matches for the various Football club divisions had been managed and their parking, plus other 
issues that the council had raised with them. They now have a system in the carpark for emergency vehicle 
access, they also wish to build a new stand extension but realise that as Corwen Town council own the land they 
will need permission from the Town Council and get a particular form signed off by the landowners before they 
can proceed with any applications. They also realise that they need to request retrospective planning for the 
existing stand and are taking planning advice from Paul Griffin of DCC panning dept. The issue of charging at the 
gate of the War Memorial Park was raised as the Council members have had complaints and it is a public park. 
ML went on to explain that they have to charge to raise funds to pay for referees, officials and some players. ML 
explained the league and how it worked and how the rules effect them and that they will need a contract from 
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WMP CIO/Landlords to present to the FIA. He also said that Corwen does not ever intend going up another 
league or they would have to leave the Corwen football site(s). ML explained the layers and how they worked. 
CJ requested that the stainless-steel kitchen units that the club have removed should be put back and that there 
will have to be much clearer rules about use in future. CJ explained that the War Memorial Park needs to be 
more self-sufficient and cannot be dominated by one sport as it is a public park and a community asset for ALL 
the community. ML and JB totally agreed. CJ explained that as Landlords the Town Council has a responsibility 
both fiscally and legally towards the original aims of the park and the people who all use it. There was then 
some discussion over taking all the teams to Cynwyd after matches and that no hostellery in Corwen is prepared 
to host them. ML spoke a little about the CIO and how in his professional working life he totally understands 
and supports the need for the War Memorial Park charity to convert to a CIO and felt very encouraged by the 
direction this was taking and the benefits that would come from the Council playing a more active roll in it/the 
towns major asset – The Park. CJ thanked ML and JB for coming and was pleased to hear and have explanations 
for some of the issues that the people of Corwen have raised and suggested future meetings with CR&M. 
ACTION: PH and CR&M and FB. 

 

R.111 Clerks Report on ACTIONS REGISTER. – PH gave report on outcome of investigation of the lease on the 
meadow and that just for a weekend it was not practical for CTC to take the lease on for the whole year. It has 
been suggested that the Business Association or the organizer of the food festival can approach the lessee (the 
farmer) of the land to rent it for the relevant weekend. CTC cannot afford to maintain, fence, cut the grass etc 
at this juncture with our restricted precept, but it can be looked at for future when there are other more 
pressing issues for the town to be dealt with – perhaps with windfarm money? This was agreed for future 
debate and one step at a time with acquiring assets. PH attended the Denbighshire Tourism Forum and was 
very disappointed that no representatives from Business Association or others were there. She brought back 
and circulated various leaflets and brochures and will attend the next one (CDS had intended going but was ill 
and could not attend). Also Peter Mc Dermot and Ian Lebbon would like to work more closely with the town 
Council on a specific project which Peter will send over in the new year. ACTION: PH. 
Electric sockets on lampposts are in hand, most have been put up but still awaiting a couple which may not be 
in time for this Christmas. We will not be able to get the cones etc. checked and up in time for this year, so clerk 
requested permission to buy more battery lights for this year. All agreed providing still within allocated budget. 
ACTION: PH 
There was a discussion over the flashing indicator signs (last month’s minutes R99) as they cost between £3,000 
to £4,000 each. It was not felt that this could be put on the precept this year but that it should be an ideal 
project for the Windfarm money under a larger scheme as identified by Marc Roberts. PH explained that she 
had become aware of a grant (Commuted Sum grants from DCC) that is only available for Council to apply for 
and for out-door community spaces such as WMP. It is only for £2,500 for Corwen (due to the lack or new 
builds by developers in the town area) and the deadline is near end of January – with us not meeting in 
December the committee agreed that PH, under power of delegation, be requested to investigate further and 
come up with a suitable project for WMP, such as better external lighting for dark evenings and LED lamps in all 
light fittings to reduce general overheads and running costs. PH has already contacted Amy Selby from DCC 
department that deals with these grants for further advice. It is about all that that kind of money will stretch to, 
and Carrog and Glyndyfyrdwy should be due money in their own rights and this pot is just for Corwen with a lot 
of restricting criteria. The meeting agreed to delegate the task to the Clerk due to time constraints. PH will feed 
back to Committees and Full Council once we meet again. ACTION: PH to progress with Commuted Sums grant 
for the benefit of the majority of the community. 
PH reported on a very successful open forum for the RDA ménage and hoped that this project will continue and 
not run out of steam. There was then further discussion from the minutes and from the talk by NJ and it was 
agreed that a proposal from the CR&M Committee be put on the agenda for January full council that CTC 
should apply the Wind Farm Fund for refurbishment of the `sports` pavilion for COMMUNITY usage. And to 
develop a plan that incorporates a 5K Park run and a running track with adult outdoor exercise equipment. 
That the committee will also develop from the scheme further infrastructure improvements for the feeder 
roads (speed cameras/ speed awareness signs, improved signage for tourism purposes) and to develop the 
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toilets and other infrastructure from the Marc Roberts report and continue to work closely with the partners 
of that project – ie Museum, WMP, Business Association, Cadwyn Clwyd, AONB etc. That this motion would 
be the jumping off point for a much bigger and more comprehensive development of Corwen and should 
encompass the lower ward too with better road infrastructure and signage. It was felt that we need to build on 
the open day for the ménage and hold more consultation meetings like that on a more regular basis. ACTION: 
PH 

R.112 Progress report for Memorial Park – Progress on CIO. CJ spoke at some length and in some detail about 
the new constitution and the progress made so far with WMP and Wales Coop. There will be three first Trustees 
that have no particular sport or other affiliation. It was decided to go with the three existing trustees that were 
healthy or willing enough to move forward. Adrian Roberts as Chairman automatically became one and Carole 
Derbighshire-Styles became two, Unfortunately Joel Scott could not make any of the meeting dates, but there is 
a further meeting planned for December 13th - Carl Green was elected to be number 3 as we could not keep 
delaying. The rest would be made up of the Chairmen of the three main user clubs, and therefore not named 
individuals and the position goes with the post. Similarly, the Chairman, the clerk and the three chairmen of the 
committees of the Council. In total this made 6 council members/representatives and 6 user 
members/representatives. It will mean that any Councillor who is in the position of any chairman’s post or any 
future clerk has to agree to be a trustee of a charity as part of their roll. It was explained by the clerk that this is 
common in other councils and that actually we do have this already in our council. The Chairman of the council 
is (or used to be) automatically vice chairman of the Partnership (as NJ confirmed earlier) and the Chairman of 
the council used to be (might still be SDCP don’t seem to be sure about this point) automatically on the 
board/trustees of SDCP. There are also similar rolls like this on various other bodies round town where the 
County Councillor is given an honorary position within the boards or trustees.  

R.113 Christmas Organising Lights – Progress – see above in Clerks Action report. Nearly all lights are up. CDS 
wished to thank all volunteers for giving their time, especially the electricians – Dai Hughes 

R.114 Cooperation with AONB and future planning – report from CJ we still need Howard Sutcliff to come and 
speak on behalf of AONB, and to invite input for the windfarm grants and biodiversity policy. 

R.115 Date of next Committee Meeting to be January 29th 2020  

APPROVED AS BEING A CORRECT RECORD BY:  

 

CHAIRMAN: ………………………………………………………………………            DATE: ……………..……… 

 

COUNCILLOR: …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
ACTION REGISTER:                                                                              Responsibility:  Date: 

Min no ACTION  Done yes  or no NOTES 
R 109. 1) Share Sue Haygarth report with rest of council NJ/PH yes   
R109. 2) Invite Railway to future meeting with CR&M  PH   Or to full council 
R109. 4) Remind NJ and Museum PH yes   
R109. 5) Remind observers to outside bodies what their rolls are PH   At next training  
R110. Invite FB club to more future CR&M meetings PH    
R111 Liaise with Peter McDermot PH    
R 111. a) Buy more battery lights (if still within annual budget) PH yes   
R 111. b) progress with Commuted Sums grant  PH    
111. c) Put motion on Full Council agenda (R109.3)) PH    

 

 


